FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Dear Members, Supporters, and Friends,

I am deeply honored to work with the amazing staff and volunteers of Golden Gate Audubon. With over a hundred years of history, we can look back with pride on all we have done to make California a better place for birds and people alike. From Crissy Field Lagoon in San Francisco, to Berkeley's Aquatic Park, to Alameda's Elsie Roemer Sanctuary, you have created a lasting legacy of preservation.

Our work is not done. With San Francisco’s Pier 94 as a pilot, we must expand our efforts to enact nature-based solutions to the climate and biodiversity crises. Restoring and protecting ecosystem services around the Bay will sequester carbon, reduce future emissions, stabilize shorelines, and conserve biodiversity.

We must continue to educate the next generation of environmental stewards, fuel the passion of our current leaders, and honor the contributions of the past. We must build coalitions with Indigenous communities and communities of color and work to redress wrongs toward those communities whose environment has been degraded or neglected because of socioeconomic status. In the coming crises, every place, every voice matters.

Whether you attend a hearing, wrench out weeds in a habitat restoration project, lead tours, or provide critical financial support, you make Golden Gate Audubon sing.

Sincerely,

Glenn Phillips

FROM THE BOARD PRESIDENT

Dear Golden Gate Audubon Family,

What a difference a year makes! When I wrote this letter a year ago, things looked dark. But I compared us to a shearwater, gliding over the wave crests, focused on the horizon. Today, the outlook is much better. I’m not quite ready to say that we are soaring again like our beloved local Ospreys, Rosie and Richmond, but we’re definitely airborne.

Our new Executive Director Glenn Phillips assumed his position in March. We have continued to add new board members. And we continued to adjust to the changing faces of the pandemic. Our classes offered on Zoom allowed us to reach new audiences. Zoom also allowed us to get back into the classroom with our Eco-Ed program.

Slowly, we’ve opened back up to live programming. In fact, our conservation program never quit (except for two brief stoppages) and even added two new habitat restoration sites. This spring we were able to once again offer field trips for our classes, and a near full opening of our regular field trips was scheduled for summer.

And, as a final sign that things are indeed returning to a state resembling normal, this annual report is on time!

With gratitude,

Eric Schroeder
**Adult Education**

To support our members as lifelong learners, Adult Education classes and the monthly Speaker Series shifted to Zoom presentations this past year. A poll of members revealed a preference for keeping the Speaker Series online. However, class field trips were sorely missed by both instructors and students. To compensate, instructors provided suggested places and instructions for independent birding. Several new adult education instructors are alumni of the Master Birder Program, which has been jointly offered by GGAS and the California Academy of Sciences since 2013. New introductory courses included: Bird City, focused on San Francisco, and Birding for Fledglings. Other new offerings covered: nest identification and monitoring, writing about birds, using eBird, and avian anatomy and physiology. Returning identification classes ranged from Advanced Beginning Birdwatching and Birding by Ear to more focused surveys of diving birds, shorebirds, and raptors. These virtual classes had more than 400 registered participants.

The Master Birder course, co-taught by Eddie Bartley, Jack Dumbacher, and Bruce Mast, continued with the 2020 cohort of 20 students, extending into a second year to enable field trips postponed by the pandemic. Close to 100 people to date have completed the rigorous requirements of this course.

**Youth Eco-Education**

Despite the impact of Covid-19, the GGAS Eco-Ed program persevered. The program that typically served over 400 students at seven schools went silent in March 2020. In response we created a new inquiry-based learning curriculum for students to drive their own eco-education while at home. By the fall, we were able to reconnect with four elementary schools via Zoom and guide 180 students through their self-generated nature research projects. One standout project came from Ocean View Elementary School fourth grader Elsie, who wondered when and why California Poppies open and close within the time span of a day. Making a beautifully illustrated chart with her hand-drawn poppy observations, Elsie, along with other students, reported project results at the end of the year.

(Left to right) Eco-Ed program at Martin Luther King Jr. Regional Shoreline, 2019; Eco-Ed Director Clay Anderson working with youth.
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(Top) Tree Swallow fledglings. (Above, left to right) Master Birder Program at Middle Harbor, 2020; Point Molate Osprey nest; Birds of the Sierras, 2019.
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Volunteer Program and Habitat Restoration

GGAS maintained an active habitat restoration program with 49 events in FY 2021, and even added two important new sites: North Lake in San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park and Literacy for Environmental Justice’s Native Plant Nursery on Treasure Island.

A total of 385 volunteers contributed 2,229 hours restoring eight sites: in San Francisco, Crissy Field, Pier 94, Heron’s Head Park, the Bison Paddock and North Lake; LEJ Native Plant Nursery on Treasure Island; Arrowhead Marsh at Martin Luther King Jr. Regional Shoreline in Oakland, and Alameda Wildlife Reserve. Our habitat improvement partners were San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department, San Francisco Parks Alliance, Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy, Treasure Island Development Authority, Port of San Francisco, East Bay Regional Parks District, The City of Alameda, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

RESTORATION HIGHLIGHTS
• Removed 4,855 pounds of weeds and invasive plants
• Collected 1,489 pounds of trash, 63 pounds of recyclables, 19 pounds of used fishing line

During a Zoom celebration of GGAS volunteers, four special volunteers received the Elsie Roemer Conservation Award and Paul Covel Education Award. A slideshow of volunteer activities during the year was posted to the GGAS website.

VOLUNTEER ACHIEVEMENTS
• 10 volunteers monitored Caspian Terns, Western Bluebirds, Tree Swallows, and Burrowing Owls
• 8 regular volunteers cleaned habitat monthly and monitored for Snowy Plovers at Crissy Field
• 3 volunteers spent 2,511 hours watching the Richmond Osprey mated pair and their nestlings, counting fish brought to the nest, monitoring the webcam chat and social media, producing highlight video clips, and tending to the nest and cameras as needed
• 2 lead volunteers with Alameda Wildlife Reserve published monthly bird articles in the Alameda Sun and compiled information for the Alameda City Council
• Birdathon 2021: 16 volunteers donated 365 hours planning and executing the online auction, fundraiser, and celebration; 14 volunteer guides led 10 virtual trips for hundreds of birders; 7 individual organizers, 4 count compilers, and 126 counters conducted a “Christmas” Bird Count in May
• Several volunteers spent 584 hours developing and teaching adult education classes
• 2 Volunteers represented GGAS at the Wildlife Conservation Network online exposition
• 2 GGAS office volunteers contributed 286 hours of data entry and other computer work

(Clockwise from above) Volunteers clean up shoreline at Pier 94; Western Bluebird; Bird article in the Alameda Sun.
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Virtual Birdathon

Birdathon, the premier GGAS fundraiser, took flight virtually in 2021 after being canceled in 2020. Typically featuring special birding trips and “behind the scenes” learning opportunities, the 2021 program offered 10 Zoom webinars, eight virtual birding tours, skill-building workshops on finding rarities, and solving “puzzling pairs” of bird identification (such as Cooper’s and Sharp-shinned Hawks).

Participants visited nesting seabird colonies on the Farallon Islands (without getting seasick) and the winter raptors at Skaggs Island, among other Bay Area hotspots. More than 400 people attended at least one Birdathon webinar.

An online auction offered an array of bird-themed artworks and “bird experience” prizes, including vacation getaways and guided tours. Over the course of the fundraiser, GGAS raised $21,872 in donations and $16,600 in auction sales.

Birdathon 2021 also included an in-person “Christmas in May” Bird Count that drew over 100 participants. Organized by Dawn Lemoine and Viviana Wolinsky in the East Bay and Siobhan Ruck and David Assmann in San Francisco, teams competed to see the most birds—and raise the most money.

Osprey Cam Turns Five

The San Francisco Bay Osprey cameras (sfbayospreys.org) celebrated its fifth nesting season. Rosie and Richmond, the bonded pair of Ospreys, have now successfully raised 13 fledglings, including three this year at their nest beside San Francisco Bay. Two banded juveniles have returned as adults to the area.

The highly engaging Fish Counting Matrix counted a record 764 fish brought to the nest this season, providing unique data for STEM educational programs, and revealing that both adults continue to access fish from San Pablo Reservoir, over six miles away.

The Osprey cams were the perfect solace for viewers home-bound by the pandemic. By introducing birding novices from around the world firsthand to the dangers of trash and monofilaments to birds nesting along the bay, the cameras helped raise awareness around the importance of environmental conservation and stewardship.

The website tracked over 53,000 unique viewers, and Rosie and Richmond have over 4,600 Facebook friends.

Plants for Birds Bloom

GGAS’ partnership with California Native Plant Society Yerba Buena chapter expanded the Plants for Birds program to include the East Bay. Now, 10 nurseries provide local native plant species that birds depend upon. Volunteers provided materials to the nurseries and promoted the program at plant sales and other events. A logo was designed to enhance awareness, and program materials were translated into Spanish.

Plants for Birds key species now include: Beach Strawberry (*Fragaria chiloensis*), California Coffeeberry (*Frangula californica*), California Honeysuckle (*Lonicera hispida*), and Coast Red-flowering Currant (*Ribes sanguineum var. glutinosum*). *New species this year*
Pier 94 Restoration

Most of the native plants planted last winter at Pier 94 survived thanks to GGAS volunteer tending. This work, along with an ongoing native Olympia oyster and eelgrass study, are funded by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF).

The Port of San Francisco renewed the 10-year license agreement for GGAS to continue managing this bayshore site. GGAS and the Port secured a San Francisco Conservation Corps grant for 2,000 hours of work. GGAS staff will provide training in plant identification, seed collection, planting native species, and removing invasive weeds.

The Smithsonian Environmental Research Center evaluated Pier 94 as a potential oyster restoration site and recommended it as “likely to be successful.” GGAS is seeking funding to address already apparent impacts of sea level rise and storm surge erosion with a solution to cleanse the water that flows into San Francisco Bay and improve shoreline and subtidal biodiversity.

Conservation Program

Throughout FY 2021, we worked with government agencies and alliances with Bay Area organizations, delivering over 19 comment letters and speaking at more than 21 hearings to preserve open space, increase and improve parklands, and promote native plants.

In the East Bay, the Conservation Committee focused on securing Point Molate as open space (422 acres in Richmond) and advocated for a community plan to keep this unique coastal watershed intact and public. Committee members also urged the Governor to save Tesla Park (3,100 acres in eastern Alameda County) from off-road vehicles. In September 2021, lawmakers agreed to turn the area into a state park.

In San Francisco, the Conservation Committee advocated for bird-safe buildings and Lights Out initiatives to reduce bird-building collisions by engaging local government agencies and providing architect education for upcoming development projects. Committee members also engaged at the state level on issues affecting our local birds, such as the proposed mouse eradication effort on the Farallon Islands and the California rodenticide ban bill, AB 1788.

In the City of Alameda, our Friends of the Alameda Wildlife Reserve Committee continues its work to convert concrete runway at the decommissioned Naval Air Station into an ecological park, now dubbed De-Pave Park, which will increase bayfront habitat for wetland wildlife and provide a peaceful retreat for nature education and enjoyment.
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